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ABSTRACT:
The objective of. this program was to develop design and
process changes which enable polycarbonate metallized film
capacitors to withstand 500 thermal shock cycles while main-
taining electrical characteristic integrity without becoming
intermittent, and without losing hermeticity. The task was
for metallized polycarbonate film capacitors designed to
meet MIL-C-39022/9 and MIL-C-83421/1. The capacitor design
improvements implemented were the insertion of a rubber wash-
er between spray cap and end seal and the utilization of a
flexible lead assembly. One hundred fifty (150) capacitors
incorporating the design improvements were manufactured and
subsequently underwent 500 thermal shock cycles. One hundred
forty nine (149) capacitors survived the test. Failure analysis
revealed that the lone failure was. due to a poor solder joint,
initially detected in pre-screening tests as having poor Dis-
sipation Factor and Equivalent Series Resistance measurement
readings. Technician's error precluded the capacitor being
eliminated from the test program.
FOREWORD
This report documents all work performed by Component Research Co<
during the period 28 January 1977 to 30 June 1977 for George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center under Contract NAS 8-32403. The project manager at
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center was Leon Hamiter. The program
manager at Component Research Co. was John Conklin.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this program was to develop design and process
changes which enable polycarbonate metallized film capacitors to withstand
500 thermal shock cycles while maintaining electrical characteristic
integrity without becoming intermittent, and without losing hermeticity.
The task was for metallized polycarbonate film capacitors designed
to meet MIL-C-39022/9 and MIL-C-83421/1.
The capacitor design improvements implemented were the insertion of
a rubber washer between spray cap and end seal and the utilization of a
flexible lead assembly.
One hundred fifty (15.0) capacitors incorporating the design improvements
were manufactured and subsequently underwent 500 thermal shock cycles.
One hundred forty nine (149) capacitors survived the test.
Failure analysis revealed that the lone failure was due to a poor
solder joint, initially detected in pre-screening tests as having poor
Dissipation Factor and Equivalent Series Resistance measurement readings.
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Winding expanding against end seals due to
high temperature
Winding contracting and pulling leads from
end seals due to low temperature




Science is continually progressing and making technological advances.
To keep in step with these advances better accuracy and reliability of
passive components must be assured. Demands.have been made upon today's
state-of-the-art capacitor that make it necessary to surpass present
capacitor technology.
The requirements of the Space Shuttle Program have made it.necessary
to develop a polycarbonate metallized film capacitor capable of withstanding
500 thermal shock cycles while maintaining electrical characteristic
integrity and hermeticity, without becoming intermittent.
II. EFFECT OF THERMAL SHOCK CYCLING ON POLYCARBONATE FILM CAPACITORS
When two materials possessing dissimilar coefficients of linear
thermal, expansion are fastened together and subjected to extreme temp-
erature conditions they impart upon each other mechanical stress. The
magnitude and direction of this stress is dependent on the change of
temperature undergone and the exact coefficients of linear thermal ex-
pansion of the materials.
The main physical components of the capacitors in this program are
the film winding, a metallic case, and two end seals.
Figure 1. MAIN CAPACITOR.COMPONENTS
The winding consists of metallized.polycarbonate film wound on a
plastic core. The metallic case is a cylindrical tube of Cupronickel
30%, Alloy 715. The end seals are circular, glass-to-metal compression
seals.
Polycarbonate has a coefficient of linear thermal expansion ofi
70 x 10~*> per°C. Cupronickel 30% has a coefficient of linear thermal
expansion of 16 x 10~& per°C.
Due to the differences of coefficients of linear thermal expansion
the capacitor winding will expand a greater magnitude than the case above
ambient temperature. At temperatures below ambience the winding will
contract a greater magnitude than the Cupronickel case. What interests
us is the expansion and contraction along the axis of the capacitor.
Let us analyze what happens during capacitor exposure to extreme
temperatures: .
At temperatures.above ambience, both the winding and case begin to
expand. The winding, possessing a higher coefficient of linear thermal
expansion than the case, expands a greater magnitude and therefore comp-
resses against the end .seals.




.STRESS ON LEAD CONNECTION
Figure 2. WINDING EXPANDING AGAINST END SEALS
DUE TO HIGH TEMPERATURE
The effect is that the solder joint bonding the lead assembly to
the spray cap is pushed through the thin mantle of tin babbit. This
situation is analagous to an ice skater standing on a thin layer of ice.
The ice breaks away from the surface at the points of pressure, the skater's
feet. So too here, the. section of tin babbit under the solder joint breaks
away from the spray cap surface. All this results in an intermittent
connection, a poor Dissipation Factor, and subsequently after extensive
exposure to thermal cycling, the occurrence of an open connection.
At temperatures below ambience the winding and case both contract.
Due to their inherent coefficients of linear thermal expansion the winding
contracts a greater distance from its original size than does the case.
The effect is a "tug of war" between the core and case with' the lead wire








STRESS ON SPRAY CAP
& LEAD CONNECTION
Figure 3. WINDING CONTRACTING AND PULLING LEADS
FROM END SEALS DUE TO LOW TEMPERATURE
The stress along the lead wire can result in three possibilities:
1. The lead wire can pull away from the spray cap causing a poor con-
nection, poor Dissipation Factor and eventually an open circuit.
2. The solder bead joint bonding the lead wire to the end seal becomes
broken resulting in the loss of hermeticity.
3. Both 1. and 2. can occur.
III. PROPOSED DESIGN CHANGES
After having determined the causes which effect failure of metal-
lized polycarbonate film capacitors due to thermal shock cycling, Component
Research Co. proposed certain design changes:
1. To alleviate the problem present at high temperature (i.e. the crush-
ing of the solder joint bonding the lead wire assembly and spray cap) a
rubber washer was inserted between the capacitor spray cap and end seals.
Figure 4. CAPACITOR WITH RUBBER WASHERS
2. To solve the problems which occur due to contraction at low temperatures
I(i.e. breaking of solder bead joint and pulling away .of lead wire assembly
from the spray cap) a patented flexible lead assembly was utilized (Patent
No. 3,260,906). •
Figure 5. FLEXIBLE LEAD DESIGN
IV. ENVIRONMENTAL AND ELECTRICAL TESTS .
' . ' • ' • ; • . i
The following capacitors were manufactured per MIL-C-83421/1:
M83421/-01- Capacitance Voltage Diameter Length
-1090 .OluF 30 .170 in. (4.32mm) .500 in. (12.70mm)
-1174 .1 uF 30 .193 in. (4.90mm) .687 in. (17.45mm)
-1186 . 15uF 30 .235.in. (5.97mm) .562 in. (14.27mm)
After incorporating the design changes outlined in Section III, the
following environmental and electrical tests were performed:
A. ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE
1. Accelerated temperature cycling
Twenty (20), pieces of each part number were subjected to 500
thermal shock cycles in liquid-to-liquid, at the rate of fifty.(50)
cycles per day. The capacitors were immersed into each liquid for
sixty (60) seconds and transferred from one bath to another within
fifteen (15) seconds. The temperature extremes were -55°C and 125°C.
2. Normal temperature cycling
v;| Thirty (30) pieces of each part number were subjected to 500
thermal shock cycles in air-to-air, at the rate of one (1) cycle
per hour. The dwell time at each temperature extreme was a minimum
of thirty (30) minutes. The maximum transfer time from one chamber
to another was sixty (.60) seconds. The temperature extremes were
-55°C and 125°C.
B. ELECTRICAL TESTING . . I
All capacitors were 100% tested for Insulation Resistance,
Capacitance Drift, Dissipation Factor. and Equivalent Series 'Resistance.
Measurements were taken as follows:
1. Insulation Resistance at rated voltage @25°C and @-55°C. I.R.
@125°C at 50% rated voltage,
2. Capacitance Drift (at 1KHz) @25°C, @-55°C and @125°C,.
3. Dissipation Factor (at 1KHz) @25°C,: @-55°C and (?1250C.
A/Dissipation Factor (at 10 KHz) @25°C, @-55°C and (§125°C.
5. Equivalent Series Resistance (at 100KHz) @25°C.
c. VISUAL INSPECTION .. . .
All capacitors were visually inspected at 10X magnification
for damage and solder defects before arid after each cycle period.
D. HERMETICITY TEST
Capacitors were tested for hermeticity per MIL-STD-202, Method
112, Condition C, Procedure IIIA, followed by Condition A.
E. MEASUREMENT POINTS
j Electrical, visual, and hermeticity test measurement points
i
-" occurred as follows:-
'
1. Accelerated temperature cycling- measurements were taken after 0,
50, 150, 250, 350, and 500 cycles.
2-. Normal temperature cycling- measurements were taken after 6, 20,
140, 260, 380i and 500 cycles.
. 9
V. TEST DATA
In order to pass qualification tests per MIL-C-83421/1, Level 1,
metallized polycarbonate film capacitors are required to survive ten (10)
thermal shock cycles.
The capacitors listed as. rejects on the proceeding data sheets are
not failures but are parts which, after extensive thermal shock cycling,
have fallen out of specification as delineated in MIL-C-83421/1.
After 500 thermal- shock cycles, all parts passed a hot oil seal test
as set forth in MIL-STD-202, Method.212, Condition A . Out of a total of
one hundred fifty (150) capacitors, sixteen (16) had a leak rate faster
i
than 1 x 10~6 Atm./Gm.3/Second, the leak rate limit set forth in MIL-STD-202,
Method 112, Condition C', Procedure IIIA. All capacitors had a leak rate
less than 1 x 1.0~^  Atm./Cm.3/Second.
10








500 Cycles -65°C to +125°C
TEST NO.
Report No. XT-1218-B
P'AGE 11 OF 188
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TEST NO. XT 1218-B O.A. /^//>2^t1
TEST TEMP. 25°C -7$£- C
TEST VOLT. 30VDC
SPECIAL MOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
30pA maximum or 3
 f 000, 000 megohms minimum.
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
shock
There are no established limits for maximum






















GUST. P/N J •
PROD. NO. 0237G
P/0 NO. NAS8-32to3 !
SPECIFICATION:
Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1357
Battery pack N/A






































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA .S/0 - 70U-35622 SHEET 13 OF 188
TEST
Insulation Resistance (?) 25°C C-R
(Terminal to Terminal) •
PRO
.C. P/N M8342 1/01-117^
T P/N
D. NO. 0237G i



















































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55 to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
NOTE: There are no established 1'imits for





















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1174R '
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0237G
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 i.
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7 .
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. E£N No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. Volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test
chamber Statham SDG-1 130
Thermometer , Marshall J E-485 1588
Battery pack N/A
































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name:.. NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 15 OF 188
TEST . . .
Insulation Resistance @ -55°C ^*R







































































































LAB SUPVB< ^v-yj^C -^ 1
ENGRX/. i^. .
TEST NO. XT I2I8-B O.A. /^>
-. Js^r^
TEST TEMP. 125°C f^ <
TEST VOLT. 18VDC .
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
1500 pA maximum or 12,000 megohms minimum
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
shock there are no established limits for


























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 !
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H..P. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack ^ CRC none 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test chamber
Statham SDG-1 130
Thermometer Marshall J 1588
E-485
Battery pack N/A






























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 17 OF 188
TEST
C.R
Insulation Resistance (?) 125°C


































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-36 T5
GENERAL DATA SHEET
TWX 910-343-6864















Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE L'MITS:
.090 uF thru .llOuF
After 500 cycles liquid to iquid thermal
shock, there are no established % capacitanc


























MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.8
•
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1271
Capacitor decade G.R. 1413 1274
t










































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 19 OF 188
TEST - -
' C R
Capacitance Drift @ 25°C wi'th
Thermal Shock CUS
PRC
.C. P/N M83421/01-1174R '
T P/N
)D. NO. 0237G
















































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established limits for initial



























EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
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1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 7C4-35622 SHEET 21 OF 188
TEST































































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established limits for initial






































































Impedance comparator G.R. 1654
Precision decade G.R. }k\3
capacitor
































































ff ^^ ^^ 1^4














































Capacitance Drift (?) 125°C with Thermal
_. i _ CU*Shock
 pR(
.C. P/N M83421/01-117^R '
T P/N
)D. NO. 0237G


































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET ,'
TWX 910-343-6864







TEST NO. XT 1218-B O.A. /^
TEST TEMP. 25°C />^
t.
't
TEST VOLT. N/M ~ '
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
Initial limits - .15% " ' '
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal

























SPECIFICATION: . . .
. MI.L-C-83421, Para. 4.7.9
«
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. I4l3 1337
capacitor
*>dc'Vn^. I





































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 -704-35622 SHEET 25 OF 188
TEST • •


























































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
"'•V ( V"y-7 OMPONENT
^^^^*^~ IJ^£ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^ — ' L-TN-^  CO..INC
GENERAL DATA SHEET '











TEST NO. XT 1218-B O.A. Lsgt




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liqu d) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:































 Mpdel NQ> ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 165^ 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor





































































































































SHEET 27 OF 188
TEST



































































































Customer's Name: NASA -704-35622 SHEET 28 OF 188
TEST:. . . .
Dissipation Factor (?) 1KHz
TEST NO. XT 1218-B
TEST TEMP. 125 C
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles









ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: EQUIPMENT USED:
There are no establ ished % D.F. 1 imTts for
this condition.
Model No



















































SHEET 29 OF 188
TEST - • — '

























































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
. X f 1X -^7 OMPONENT
^=^U^~ TFt2 PCPAPCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^ * LJX^
 CO.,|NC ' . • • • , •
GENERAL DATA SHEET '






Dissipation Factor <S) 10 KHz
LAB SUPVR. ^£/X /
ENOP. -Q . /
TEST NO. XT I218-B O.A. (^&
TEST TEMP. 25°C &* <
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006.
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
Initial limits - .15%
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 \
SPECIFICATION:
-Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4.7.9
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. . ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor
j
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1655-26th Street • Scinta Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70*t-35622 SHEET 31 OF 188
TEST •





D. NO. 0237G .

































































































Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 32 OF 188
TEST: .




TEST NO. XT 1218-B O.A. 'f^ %.
TEST TEMP. -55°C jS,^
TEST VOUT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:

























P/0 NO. NAS8-3ZW3 ;
SPECIFICATION:
- Ml L-C -83^21, Para. 4.7.9
EQUIPMENT USED: .. . . ,. .-_.. •.,Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor











































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 33 OF 188
TEST

















































































































Dissipation Factor <a 10KHz
TEST NO. XT 1218-B
TEST TEMP. 125°C
TEST VOLT. N/A







Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles'
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:




























-Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4.7.9
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R, 1413 1337
capacitor

































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 35 OF 188
TEST
C R
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J3-^L--77






















































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: '






















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-117^ R
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0237G
P/0 NO. NAS8-32^03 i
SPECIFICATION: '
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
E.S.R. Meter Clark Hess 1130
273
Cable assembly Clark Hess 1130
27375




































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 37 OF 188
TEST . . •
E.S.R. <S> 25°C C<R
CUS
PR(
.c. P/N M83421/01-1174R '
T P/N
3D. NO. 0237G ..













































































































GENERAL 'DAT A SHEET '
r '
S/,0^ 704-35622




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:



































































Model No. ECN No.
Fine leak detector DuPont 651
24-120B
•• ' ' ''" • ' :l







































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET



























































c R c p/w Mo3^2l /O I ~ 1 1 7^r •
CUST P/N
















































* — \ Cj2^ OMPONENT
^SSfe**"'*^  1_R_^ ESEARCH






v. Liquid to Liquid










. C.R.C. S/0 704-35622
DATE COMPLETED Apri l 9. 1977
TEST
Insulation Resistance
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TEST NO, XT I2I8-C O.A. *^ s3L
TEST TEMP. Z5-C ^^
TEST VOLT. 30VDC
SPECIAL NOTES: " .
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
45pA maximum or 666,000 megohms minimum
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
shock there are no established limits for
























)D. NO. 0238G !
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 '
SPECIFICATION: :
MIL-C-83421, Para. 4.7.7 '
. . . . i . •
 (
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter G.R, 425A 1480
I;R. Test rack CRC.None 647
D.C. volt. ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Battery pack N/A
i





























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 42 OF 188
TEST
Insulation Resistance!?) 25°C
(Terminal to Terminal) cus
PRO
.c. P/N M83421/01-1186R j
T P/N ;
D. NO. 0238G ]



















































































































1655 - 26th. Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
/ >V.\. ( LSs-l QMPONENT
^SS&*^  l_fe£ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^» — s urx^k
 co.,iNC.
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' - . '







TEST NO. XT 1218-C . °-A'*^^
TEST TEMP. -55°C />^
^TEST VOLT. 30VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C .(2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established limits for maximum

























VMIL-C-8342 , Para. 4.7.7
'
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter G.R. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test Statham 130
chamber SDG-1
Thermometer Marshall J 1588
E-485
Battery pack N/A ;



































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Customer's Name: NASA
1






Insulation Resistance (S» -55°C ^-R

















































































































TEST NO. XT 1218-C O.A. 1^ 1/L
TEST TEMP. 125°C />X5
<
f EST VOLT. IOVDC '
SPECIAL NOTES: „ .
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
2250 pA maximum or 8*000 megohms minimum
After 500 cycles liquid to iquid thermal
shock there are no established limits for





















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1186 R
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0238G




Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H.P, 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack C.R.C. None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test
chamber Statham SDG-1 130
Thermometer Marshall J E-485 1588
Battery pack N/A
1



































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70*1-35622 SHEET OF
TEST - .
Insulation Resistance (?) 125 C C.R
(Terminal to Terminal) CDS























































































. 1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
1-X I- V-O-7 OMPONENT
<
^^^U^~ [J^ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
\^ — ^ 7 L_rv-2k CO..INC ,-
GENERAL DATA SHEET




ENGR. » //j /
TEST NO. XT 1218-C , Q*.'S^
TEST TEMP. 25 °C tfr*^
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to -f-125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: *
. 135uF to .t65uF
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
shock there are no establ ished % capacitance
























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 »
SPECIFICATION:
Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4.7.8.
EQUIPMENT USED: _
Model No. ECN No.




.' . " - -
- • • • '

































































































^ ^ fr.^ r
Tt/^5"







































:itance Drift (?) 25°C with , C-R
lal Shock CUS
PRC
.c. P/N M83421/01-1186R |
T P/N 1
ID. NO. 0238G ' • . 5























































































































TEST NO. XT 1218-C Q.A. (^S
TEST TEMP. "55 C — jfr^*—
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: . .
There are no established initial capacitance



























MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.8
. . . . ,
-
EQUIPMENT USED:
Mode.1. No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331




Thermometer . Marshall J E-485 1588 j
. ' ' i






























































































































1655-26th Street -.Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET






Capacitance Drift @ -55°C with Thermal C<R
Shock CUS
PPn
c. P;N M83^21/01-1186R " \
T P/N «
n NO 0238G »







































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles









-MILr-C -83421, Para.. 4. 7. 8
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: EQUIPMENT USED:
There are no established initial capacitance








Temperature test chamber Statham
SDG-1


































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 70*f-35622 SHEET 52 OF 188
TEST
Capacitance Drift <5> 125°C with Thermal c>*
Shock CUS
. ' PRO
.c. P/N M8342 1/01-1 186 R ' ]
T P/N |
D . N O . 0238G • • j
















































































































/ ,-f\. ( LXr-J OMPONENT
^^3^*^ [_^_P ESEARCH . Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^— - ' LJXi^ CO..INC . ->
GENERAL DATA SHEET




LAB SUPVR. ^»£?/ /
— /) i^y —
SlLKl^t
TEST NO. XT 1218-C O.A. f™ *^
TEST TEMP. 25°C J>fr^
^TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per. TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
15% : .
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
shock there are no established % D.F. limits



























-MIL^C-83421, Para. 4.7.9 . !
EQUIPMENT USED: ,
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G. R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor




























































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 51* OF 188
TEST . . . '














































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
=;-V (1LX^-70MPONENT '
^^^^^~ LR^ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615- TWX 910-343-6864
X^X L_PO». COJNC
GENERAL DATA SHEET






TEST: . • .
Dissipation Factor (?) 1KHz
LAB SUPVR. "^ ^^ /
TEST NO. XT 1218-C O..A.. /^




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: .




















































































WIL-C-83^21, Para. k. 7,. 9
'
EQUIPMENT USED: •
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331




Thermometer Marshall J 1588
E-485











































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70*r-35622 SHEET 56 OF 188
TEST


































































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: .





































































P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 *
SPECIFICATION:
-MIL-C-83^21, Para. 4.7.9 '
i
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331




Thermometer Marshall J E-485 1588
,
































































































SHEET SB OF 188
TEST ' • .
Dissipation Factor @ 1KHz <5> -H25°C °'R
CUS
PRO
.c. P/N MSs^i/oi-nseR '
T P/N
D. NO^ 0238G













































































































Customer's Name: NASA - 70*1-35622 SHEET 59 188
TEST: • '




TEST NO.XT-1218-C O.A. ( ^




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:






















C.R.C. P / N M83421/ON1186R • • ' ' •
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0238G
P/0 NO. NAS8-32*K)3 !
SPECIFICATION:
' MIL-C-83U21, Para. ^;7.9
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1^13 138?
capacitor
.
































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 60 OF 188
TEST
' " ' C R
Dissipation Factor (?) 10 KHz @ 25°C CUS
' P R O
.c. P/N M83421/01-1186R 1
T P/N ' • \
D. NO. 02386 j












PERCENT DISSIPATION FACTOR WITH THERMAL SHOCKS 10 KHz (-55°C to +125°C) j
Initial
D.F.
J i £— ^^"


















































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
\\> C'V'V-70MPONENT '
^^=^^~ jJbjc«AP™ Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
X3I3X L_nOk
 co ,NC . . •
GENERAL DATA SHEET '..




TEST: . . .
Dissipation Factor (5> 10KHz
LAB SUPVR. <r^J /
ENGR
- Jn is.
TEST NO, XT 1218-C O.A. )%2




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:



























MIL-C-83421, Para.. 4.7.9 !
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387 j
capacitor j
Temperature test i
chamber Statham SDG-1 130 i
Thermometer . Marshall J E-485 1588 !
• . j
. i





































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 62 OF 188
TEST ' .
Dissipation Factor (?) 10KHz (5) -55°C C'R
. cus
PRC
.c. P/N M83421/01-1186R ' \
T P/N ]
)D. NO. 0238G !























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET '
TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name; NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 63 OF 188
TEST:
Dissipation Factor (3) 10KHz




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles .<









MIL-C-83^21 , Para. 4.7-9
' ' '
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
















































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 6k OF 188
TEST
C R































































































\s£7 -~^J ^/ X/ V V^ '
CM
NO
1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
-'VV (LSr-l OMPONENT '
. t^eSSSt***"'" [J\^  ESEARCH -- Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^— ' LJN^ CO..INC • • > -
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' •









' 2 L IS-
TEST NO. XT-1218-C O.A. /s*^2
TEST TEMP. 25°C ***"' •
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established E.S.R. limits for


















































































C.R.C. P/N M83^21/01-1186 R
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0238G
P/ONO. NAS8-32403 ' r -
SPECIFICATION:
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
E.S.R. Meter Clark-Hess 1130
273
Cable Assembly Clark-Hess 1130
27375
j

































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 66 OF l;
TEST





 N0 0238G i























































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 Cycles




















































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET



































































































































L i qu i d to L i qu i d
500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C
TEST NO.
REPORT NO. XT-1218A
PAGE 69 OF 188










































































Accelerated thermal shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)
500 cycles -55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle]
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
Initial limits: 30 pA maximum or 3,000,000
megohms minimum. After 500 cycles liquid
to liquid thermal shock there are no

























P / O N O . NAS8-32403 • ' < • • .
SPECIFICATION:




- .Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V. Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC none 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 1357
260
Battery pack . N/A !


















































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-^622 SHEET 71 OF 188
TEST . .
Insulation Resistance (S) 25DC . C>R
CUS


































































































TEST NO. XT 1218-A
TEST TEMP. -55"C
TEST VOLT. 30VDC




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liqaid) .
-55. to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle) 500. cycles
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established limits tor maximum


























MIL-C -83^21, Para. 4.7.7
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
D^C.. Micro V. Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC none 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 1357
260
Temperature test Statham 130
chamber SD9-1
Thermometer Marshall 1588
J E-485 ' 1
Battery pack N/A ''
































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name; NASA S/0 - 70*t-35622 SHEET 73 OF 188
TEST
C R
Insulation Resistance (?) -55°C
'CU*(Terminal to Terminal)1
 • • PRC
.C. P/N M83421/OI-1090R ' !
T P/N ' - I
D. NO. 0236G 3








































































































SHEET fk OF 188
TEST:




TEST NO. XT I218-A Q.A. J^
TEST TEMP. 125°C ^^
TEST VOLT. 18VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)
500 cycles -55°C to +125°C (2 mins. ner cvch
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
Initial limits - 1500 pA max or 12,000
megohms minimum. After 500 cycles liquid
to liquid thermal shock there are no
established limits for maximum current





















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1090R '
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0236G




EQUIPMENT USED: • . , . , . . .-„., .,Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V. Ammeter H.P. 425A I'tSO
I.R. Test rack C.R. C. none 6k7
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357


































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 75 OF 188
TEST
Insulation Resistance (5) 125°C C-R








































































































v • v V V
1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
vX ( CX^-J OMPONENT
C^^ ^U-*^ " 1 B^ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 . TWX 910-343-6864
\^~y L-nOk CO.,INC ;
'* GENERAL DATA SHEET '




LAB SUPVR. /y~.<J /
ENGR
' // )£f
TEST NO. XT 1218-A O.A. y>^
TEST TEMP. 25 °C S>r?
^TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
.Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
Initial limit .0090uF to .0110 uF.
After 500 cycles liquid to liquid thermal
shock there are no established % cap.




























- Ml L^-C -83421, Para. 4.7.8 .
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor
. ' J









































t j t/ 4^~/
 t f *r \ j
+. /3^
y./^-


























































































SHEET 77 OF 188
TEST
Capacitance Dr i f t® 25°C with C-R
Thermal Shock . CUS
PRO
.C. P/N M8342I/01-1090R ' j
T P/N !
D. NO. 0236G !





































































































xy V v V
1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
:>\. ( LSs-> OMPONENT
^=^5^^~ LR^ESEARCH Ph°ne (213) 829'36]5 TWX 910-343-6864
V*_-/ LJX^k CO..INC ;
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY











TEST NO. XT 1218-A O.A. f/2




Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-T006
(Liquid to Liquid)
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle) 500 cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established initial capacitance




























EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 14I3 1337
capacitor
Temperature test Statham 1 30
chamber SD9-1
Thermometer Marshall 1 588 !
J E-485































































































































1655-26th Street •• Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 79 OF. 183
TEST . . • '
C R





















































































































Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)
-55°C to +125°C, 2 mins. per cycle, 500 cycl(
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established initial capacitance

































































P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 I
SPECIFICATION:
. Ml L-.C -83421, Para. 4.7.8
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor






























































• — • f\ £^






























1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - SHEET 81 OF 188
TEST

























































































































TEST NO. XT 1218-A O.A. frf
f\ r O /% •. S*&~
TEST TEMP. 25 C XT^ <
^— — — ^  ^__ ^<^
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)
-55°C to +125°C (2 mihs. per cycle)
500 cycles .
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
Initial limit - .15%
After 500 cycles liquid to iquid thermal
shock there are no established % D.F.


















O A T C
TEST
BY
C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1090R '
GUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0236G
P/O NO. NAS8-32403 '
SPECIFICATION: • . . .
MIL-C-83^21, Para. 4.7^9
EQUIPMENT USED! Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G. R. 165^ '33'
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor
1













































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 83 OF 188
TEST . .
Dissipation Factor @ 1KHz <5> 25°C CmR
CUS
PR(
.C. P/N M83^21/01-lQqOR ' i
,T P/N
 1
)D. NO. 0236G . i






















































































































1655 -26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
1
u.
* ^SS^^ \ & RESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^^y Lr^s CO..INC- ' . • . ••
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' • ' .






' /£() I^ L
TEST NO. XT 1218-A Q.A. C^,





Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
500 cycles
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: . .

























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 • i ' '•
SPECIFICATION:
'. Ml LrrC -83421, Para. 4.,7.9
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R.1615 1331
Precision decade G.R, 1413 1337 !
capacitor
Temperature test Statham 130
chamber SD -1
Thermometer . Marshall 1588
J E-485 '
!
































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
OlUGINAt PAGE IS
G E N E R A L DATA SHEET QF POOR QUAr.fTV
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 85 OF 188
TEST





)D. NO. 0236G ]




































































































SHEET 86 OF 188
TEST: . - - - . .
Dissipation Factor (5> 1KHz





SPECIAL NOTES: " .
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)









MIL-C -83tai, Para. ^ .7.9
* '
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:





















PERCENT DISSIPATION FACTOR WITH THERMAL SHOCK (-55°C to H-125°C)


















. ^  v/5
£)"/- . so/
TEST
DATE 3-*- 7 7 -
TEST
BY
V V V V
ESEARCH
CO.,INC
1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name; NASA S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 87 OF 188
TEST
































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET '
TWX 910-343-6864


















Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liqu d)
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
500 cycles
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:




























)D. NO. 0236G j
P/ONO. NASb-32403 I
SPECIFICATION:
Ml L-C -83421, Para._ 4.7.9 i
i
EQUIPMENT USED:







































, / /7 .
\ (





























































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 89 OF 188
TEST . . . • •
C R
Dissipation Factor (S) 10 KHz (5> 25°C
cus
PRO
.C.-P/N M83421/01-1090R ' 1
T P/N
D. NO. 0236G
























































































































TEST NO. XT 1218-A O.A. £4
TEST TEMP. -55°C dfr"^
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:'
Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid)
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)5 0 0 cycles v i i
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:





























Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1615 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor
Temperature test , Statham 130
chamber SD -1
Thermometer . Marshall 1588
. J E-485





































































































































SHEET 91 OF 1!
TEST
Dissipation Factor @ 10KHz (?) -55°C C.R
cus
PRO
.C. P/N M83^2i/Oi-lQ90R "
T P/N
D. NO. 0236G
















































































































TEST NO. XT 1218-A
TEST TEMP, 125°C
TEST VOLT. N/A







Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) . -55°c to +125°C
(2 mins per cycle) 500 cycles
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:























C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1090R "
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0236G
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 '
SPECIFICATION:
.MIL-C-83421, Para. 4.7.9
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator' G.R. 1615 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1337
capacitor
Temperature test Statham 130
chamber SD -1
Thermometer Marshall 1588
J E-485 ' !
. \































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 93 OF 188
TEST





















































































































«/ •#•%• (:l^ S-> OMPONENT *
<^^^^^^ [j^ gESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
> — S L-POk
 co ,NC .
. GENERAL 'DAT A. SHEET ' - '
Customerrs Name: NASA $&L - 704-35622 . SHEET 94 OF 188










Accelerated Thermal Shock per TP- 1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 Cycles
-55°C to 125°C.(2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:






























Model No. ECN. No.
E.S.R. Meter 273 1130
Cable assembly 27375 1130


































































































j£. J ^  -f «*







































SHEET qq OF 188
C.R.C. P/N M8342 1/01-1 090 R
E.S.R. (5>25°C CUST P/N
PRf)D. NO. 0236R



























































































































TEST TEMP. 25 C
TEST VOLT. N/A
Phone (213) 829-3615 . TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' uftltilNAI, PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
/;s&/0 - 70*H35622 ' SHEET 96 OF 188
LAB SUPWfl.i'j I





Accelerated Termal Shock per TP-1006
(Liquid to Liquid) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (2 mins. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:















































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET















































































































. TEST REPORT SUMMARY
THERMAL SHOCK
. AIR TO AIR
500 CYCLES, -55°C to +J25°C
TEST NO.
REPORT #XT-1218-B
P'AGE 98 OF 188
CUSTOMER NASA. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1174R
DATE COMPLETED July 1,
CUSTOMER P/N
CUSTOMFR p./n NAS8-32403










































































TEST NO. XT-1218-B O.A. /S2
TEST TEMP. 25°C &***.
^//^*
TEST VOLT. 30 VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock (Air to Air) per
TP-1006, 500 Cycles -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
30pA maximum or 3,000,000 megohms minimum
After 500 thermal shock cycles there are no





























EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V. ammeter - H.P. 425A 1480
1 .R, Test rack CRC None . 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1357
Battery pack N/A
• • i
• . . _i

































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 100 OF 188
TEST




.C. P/N M83421/01-1174R 1
T P/N J
)D. NO.. 0237G 1

































































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404/ V ( V-V-7 OMPONENT
«^^^>^^ IOJ ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
\ — / L_TN-^
 co mc
GENERAL DATA SHEET -- *





ENGR. - / /T* l£_
TEST NO. XT-1218-B O.A.^^"^
TEST TEMP. -55°C ^^
.TEST VOLT. 30 VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There, are no established limits for




















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1I74R i
CUSt. P/N j
PROD. NO. 0237G i
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 ! j
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7
.
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V. Ammeter - H.P. 425 A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test - Statham SD9-1 130
chamber
Thermometer -. Marshall J E-485 1588
 (
Battery pack N/A



































































































































1655-26th Street • Sdnta Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 102 OF 11
TEST
f* H
Insulation Resistance (e> -55°C
















































































































































































LAB SUPVR. St<i 1
_'"»• s/r.£.





TEST TEMP. 125°C ' •J' ^
TEST VOLT. 18 VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to 125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
1500 pA maximum or 12,000 megohms minimum.
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established limits for maximum


























MIL-C -83^21, Para. 4.7.7
-- • • i .
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro M Ammeter - H.P. 425A 1480
I;R. test rack - CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test Statham SD9-1 130
chamber
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
Battery pack . N/A




































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
G E N E R A L DATA SHEET OF POOR QUALITY
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 104 OF 188









INSULATION RESISTANCE WITH THERMAL SHOCK (-55°C to +125°C)





























1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica,. California 90404
















Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles










ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: EQUIPMENT USED:
. 135uF to . !65uF
After 500. cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established % capacitance
drift limits for this test condition.
. Model No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 1654






































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404






Customer's Name: NASA . S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 106 OF 188
TEST •
C.R
Capacitance Drift with Thermal Shock
<5> 25°C - . CUS
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1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET '
TWX 910-343-6864













Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established initial cap. &%
































































P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 !
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.8
•
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 141J 1387
capacitor
Temp, test chamber - Statham SD9-1 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1580
.
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1655-26th Street •• Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 108 OF 188





































DATE 5-^ ,1 -r 7
TEST
BY













TEST TEMP. i or Of125 C
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES: .
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles









Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4-7.8
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established in i t i a l cap. 5- %
cap. drift limits for this test condition.
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temp, ;test chamber - Statham SDSM 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588


































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 70U-35622 SHEET 110 OF II

















































SHEET 1 1 1 OF 1
TEST: . ' . .
Dissipation Factor @ 1KHz
LAB SUPW|.-<j I
EN6R. ^^ 1^
T.EST NO. XT-I2I8-B Q.A. VsfaiS
TEST TEMP. 25°C. . • f««~ '• : —
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per. TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr..per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established % D.F. limits for



























Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
i
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1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/o - 704-35622 SHEET .112 OF 188















































Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 113 OF 188
TEST:





, Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles









_MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.9
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established % O.F. limits for
this test condition.
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temp, test chamber Stath'am SD9-1 130
thermometer Marshall J E-485 1588
S/N



































1655-26th Street • Sonta Monica, California 90404








Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 . SHEET 114 OF 188
TEST
C R
Dissipation Factor (S) 1KHz <S> -55°C C\JS














































































































































































/ ' #\. I SSj-^ } OMPONENT
^^=3L^f~ rb.JB«AprM Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^ < LJNi^  CO..INC
 ;
GENERAL DATA SHEET '
Customer's Name: NASA /^S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 115 OF188
TEST: . -






TEST NO. XT-1218-B O.A. /zJj,
TEST TEMP. +125°C jgg*
TEST VOLT. N/A ~ '
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:





















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1174R: 3
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0237G j
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 \
SPECIFICATION:




Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331 '
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387 ,
capacitor
Temp, test chamber - Statham SD9-1 130


































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) .829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET T16 OF 188































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 904Q4
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET '
TWX 910-343-6864






TEST NO. XT-1218-B O.A. *P*9^




Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
























PROD. NO. 0237G . ' 1
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403
SPECIFICATION:
:MIL-C-83421, Para. 4.7.9 :
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator -? G.R. 1654 1331








































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404







Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 118 OF 188
TEST
Dissipation Factor & 10 KHz @ 25°C C'R
CDS
PRO
.c. P/N M83421/01-H74R '
T P/N . i
D. NO. 0237G . ;



































































































































































Customer's Name: NASA '0 - 704-35622 SHEET 119 OF 188
TEST: ' •





TEST NO. XT-1218-B O.A. T^fy





Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:






























Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade ' G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temp;, test chamber - Statham SD9-1 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
-
i

































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
01
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 ^ SHEET 120 OF 188
C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-M74R
. Dissipation Factor (?) 10 KHz (?) -55°C GUST P/N
PROD. NO. 0237G
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TE'ST VOLT. N/A SPECIFICATION:
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles











Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator - G.R. 165^ 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1M3 1387
capacitor
Temp, test chamber - Statham SD9-1 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
S/N










































Customer's Name: NASA S/0 •? 704-35622 SHEET 122 OF 188
Dissipation Factor (?) 10 KHz <5> +125°C
TEST NO. XT-1218-B


















































TEST NO. XT-1218-B «.*. t/jJt'




Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) ,500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:



























Model No. ECN No.
E.S.R. meter - Clark & Hess 273 H30
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1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404












PROD. NO. 0237G .
























































































































































































Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:






























































MIL-C -83^21, Para. 4. 7'. 5
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.








































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 126 OF 188
TEST -
Seal Test











































































































^ ^\ (*£&? OMPONENT
^^ ^S^1**^  I_R£ ESEARCH












PAC3E 127 OF 188
CUSTOMER NASA. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
CUSTOMER' P/N
CUSTOMER P/0 NAS8-32403
C.R.C. P/N M83421/ai-H86R C.R.C. S/0 704-35622




















































QTY SHIPPED INVOICE # QTY STOCKED















LAB SUPVR. /£<£ I
.""• X^.j/,
TEST NO. XT-1218-C <J.A. fsfc
TEST TEMP. 25°C . frfr>
&£
TEST VOLT. 30 VDC.
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr.. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
45pA maximum or 666,000 megohms minimum.
After 500 cycles air to air thermal
shock there are no established limits for





























MIL-C-8342 , Para. 4.7.7
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V-Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1357
Battery pack N/A
i

























































































































1655-26th Street - S a n t a Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Cus tomer' s .Name: .NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 129 OF 11
TEST
C.R
Insulation Resistance @ 25°C
. . . CUS
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TEST. NO. XT-1218-C O.A. y%
_ccur C *^1^
TEST TEMP. ?J L J" •
?
^L
TEST' VOLT. 30 VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:





























. Model No. ECN No. I
D.C. Micro V-Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480 ;
J.R.. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1 357
Temperature test chamber - Statham 1 30 j
SDG-l
Thermometer -.Marshall J JE-485 1588 j
Battery pack N/A . '


































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
vO
Customer's 'Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 131 OF 188
TEST • '
• C R
Insulation Resistance @ -55°C
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Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr.; per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:.
2250 pA maximum or 8,000 megohms minimum.
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established limits for maximum




















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1186R •
CUST. P/N 1
PROD. NO. 0238G. l
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 ' \
SPECIFICATION: . .
. Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No. :
D.C. Micro V. Ammeter - H.P. 425A 1480 :
I.R. test rack CRC none 647
D.C. volt ohm meter - Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test chamber Statham 130
SDG-1
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588 1
Battery pack N/A ;




























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70^ -35622 SHEET 133 OF 188






































DATE 3-/-7V &-I7-11 6-ZQ-
TE3T
8Y
1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
••••X. ( 1X -^7 OMPONENT
^= *^^
i
~ j-OOESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^~~-S LJNuii. cojNC .
GENERAL DATA SHEET '.






TEST NO. XT-I2I8-C O.A. %^
TEST TEMP. 25°C .' ~ •• — J*^ ^K
TEST VOLT. . N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125X I hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMrTS:
.135uF to .!65uF
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established % capacitance




















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1186R ' |
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0238G 1
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 i }
SPECIFICATION:
- MIL-C-83421, Para. 4.7.8 |
'
' ' ' ' - 1
EQUIPMENT USED: • .. , , .. _-., ., .Mod«l No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331 '
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
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1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
'CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA S/0-704-35622 SHEET 135 OF 188
Capacitance drift with thermal
shock .
TEST NO. XT-1218-C
C.R.C. P/N M83421/01.- 1186R
OUST P/N
PROD. NO. 0238G !
P/O NO.
S/N





























1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
. / !-\. ( £X>=50MPONENT
^^^U^~ ]_R^ ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
X^X L_nO>. CO..INC" . - . •
GENERAL DATA SHEET '







TEST NO. XT-1218-C O.A. '( ^Js
— ): x^f^-"TEST TEMP. -55 C y^xtT
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES: .
Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are.no established initial cap. and























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 s i
SPECIFICATION: '
MIL-C-8342 , para. 4.7.8
EQUIPMENT USED:
, Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331 '•
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temperature test St.atham SDG-1 130 ;
chamber !
Thermometer -. Marshall J E-485 1588 ;
• J
1






























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
C USTOMER 'S NAME: NASA S/0-70^-35622 SHEET 137 OF 188
Capacitance drift (?) -55°C with thermal
shock
TEST NO. XT-1218-C
C.R.C. P/N M83421/01 - 1186R




















































TEST NO.XT-1218-C O.A. /^




Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle '
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established initial capacitance
































Mil-Cr-83^2 , para. 4.7.8
EQUIPMENT USED: .. . , .. .._.. ..Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temperature test chamber Statham 13P
SDG-1
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
ii





































































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA SHEET 139 OF 188








Percent capacitance change with thermal shock -55°C to +125°C
Initial
apacitan









































Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles







ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: EQUIPMENT USED:
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock















































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404












 Dissipation factor & 1 KHz <P 25°C . c.R.C. P/N M83*2 1/0.1-1 186 R 1
CUST P/N i
PROD. NO. 0238G - |


































































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615









/^>S/0-704-35622 , SHEET 1^2 OF 188






Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:






















C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-1186 R - \
CUJ
PRO
i T . P / N • ' • • '
D NO 0238G !
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 • . .1 I
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C-83421, para. 4.7.91
EQUIPMENT USED-, Model No.- ECN No
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision Decade capacitor G.R. 1413 1387
Temperature test chamber - Statham 130 ,
SDG-1
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
•




























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
ORIGINAL
GENERAL DATA SHEET OF POOR
CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA S/0-704-35622 SHEET Hf3 OF 188
TEST
Dissipation factor (?) 1KHz & -55°C C<R
CUS
PRO
.C. P/N M83421/01-1186R , . !
T P/N
n un 0238G










































































































































































CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA S/0-704-35622 SHEET 144 OF 188
TEST:






Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles








There are no established % D.F. limits
this test condition.
for
EQUIPMENT USED: . , . __ . , ..Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade cap. G.R. 1413 1387
Temperature test chamber
Statham SDG-1 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
Percent dissipation factor with thermal shock (-55°C to + 125''C)



























1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404





CUSTOMER'S" NAME: .-NASA S/0-704-35622 SHEET 145 OF 188
TEST
Dissipation factor <3> 1KHz & J25°C C'R
. cus
.C. P/N M83421/01-1186R 1
T P/N j
n
 K,n 0238G !
















































































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET '
TWX 910-343-6864






TEST NO. XT-1218-C . O.A. ^>2JSgS~
TEST TEMP. 25° C — <***!~~
TEST VOLT. N/A '
SPECIAL NOTES:
Norma thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125X 1 hour per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:

























P/0 NO. NAS 8-3 2403 ' '••
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C-83421, para. 4. 7. 9
".' • '
- ' ' 1EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN ;

































































































































1655 - 26th. Street • Santo Monica, California 90404





CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA 5/0-70^-35622 SHEET 1^7 OF 188
TEST . . : -
Dissipation factor @ 10 KHz (S) 25°C C'R
CUJ
.c. P/N M83^21/01-il86R ' 3
5T P/N 5
PROD NO 0238G ,



































































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
<^ & J ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^-^ LT\^
 CQ )NC
GENERAL DATA SHEET '







TEST NO. XT-1218-C **'C2sS<i.




Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles
-55°C to 125°C, 1 hour per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established % D.F. limits for





























EQUIPMENT USED: . , . , . , ,-,.»,
 kiModel No. , ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade cap. G.R. 1413 1387
Temperature test
chamber Statham SDG-1 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
I


































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
.S/0-704-35622 SHEET 149 OF 1!
TEST . .
Dissipation factor & 10KHz @ -55° C - C'R
CUS
.C. P/N M83421/01-1186R • • j
T P/N ' !
n
 K,n 0238G • j













































































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA
Phone (213) 829-3615
GENERAL DATA SHEET •
5/0-704-35622
TWX 910-343-6864
SHEET 150 OF 188
TEST: •











Normal thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 Hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:








































































; Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331 '.
Precision decade cap. G.R. 1413 1387
Temperature test Statham SDG-1 130
chamber
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
• ' S






























































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404







CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA . S/0-704-35622 SHEET 151 OF 188
TEST











































































































































































CUSTOMERS NAME: NASA S/0-70**-35622 SHEET 152 OF 188
TEST:
E.S.R,
TEST NO. XT 1218-C
TEST TEMP. 25°C
TEST VOLT. N/A SPECIFICATION:
SPECIAL NOTES:
NORMAL thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air) 500 cycles







ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: EQUIPMENT USED:
There are no established E.S.R. limits for
this test condition.
ECN No.
E.S.R. meter - C.lark-Hess-273 1130
Cable Assembly Clark-Hess 27375 1130






























1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
CUSTOMER'S NAME: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 SHEET 153 OF 188
TE3T • . . •
E.S.R. <5> 25°C C'R
CUE
PRO
.c. P/N M83^2l/Ol-ll86R ' I
,T P/N
in Mn 0238G !

















































































































































































Norma thermal shock per T.P. 1006
(Air to Air)
5000 cycles 0
-55 C to + 25 C (1 HR. per cvcle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:



















































PROD NO. 0238G .
P/0 NO. NAS8-32*t03 '
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C-83^21, para. 4.7.5
EQUIPMENT USED: Model No. ECNNo.

















































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET












































































































































' y~X C^^ Air to





cles, -55°C to +125°C
TEST NO.
REPORT NO. XT-1218-A
PAGE 156 OF 188
PROn, NO 0236G CUSTOMER NASA, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
LOT CUSTOMER P/N.
LOT SIZE 3D CUSTOMER P/O NAS8-32403
C.R.C. P/N M8342 1/01- 1690 R C.R.C. S/0 704-35622


















































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
XA. C {Sj-l OMPONENT
" ^ ^^d^^ [j^ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^<— S LJN^
 CO.,INC ' ; '
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' '• "














Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
30pA maximum or
 V3, 000, 000 megohms minimum
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established limits for maximum
























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 • '•
SPECIFICATION:
1
-MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7
•
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. . ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H.P. 425 A 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 ' 1357
Batt'e'py pack . N/A

























































































































1655-26th Street • Stinto Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 158 OF 188
" Insulation Resistance @ 25°C C.R
(Terminal to Terminal) CUS
ppr
.C. P/N M83U21/01-1090R '
T P/N
)D- NO. 0236G 1


























































^ -// / x































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa M.onica, California 90404
-X (V»^OMPONENT ' '
^^S^^~ [j^-gESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^_~-^ L-TN-:^
 co |NC • , •
GENERAL DATA SHEET '




LAB SUPVR. < f^<i'~/
ENGR. V/y iV
TEST NO. XT 121 8-A O.A. /^ "^
TEST TEMP. -55°C — V^vl
^
TEST VOLT. 30 VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established limits for maximum


























MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.7
~
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H.P. 425A 1480
I..R. test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test Statham SD9-1 130
chamber
Thermometer Marshall J E-485 1588
Battery pack N/A
-































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name; NASA S/0 - 70JH35622 SHEET 160 OF 188
TEST
Insulation Resistance (?) -55°C C<R
(Terminal to Terminal) CUSPRO
.C. P/N M8342I/01-10qOR ' ' j
T P/N |
D. NO. 0236G . !





































































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
.*\. ( (Sr-, OMPONENT ,
<^^S -^^ '~ IJ^ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^- — ' i_r\^ CO.,INC
 ;
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' '•






LAB SUPVR. ^^^ /
ENGR
-/^/ ^
TEST NO. XT 1218-A O.A. Cjfr^
TEST TEMP. 125°C stf*^
TEST VOLT. 18 VDC
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
ISOOpA maximum or 12,000 megohms minimum
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established limits for maximum


























M L-C^83421, Para. 4.7.7
EQUIPMENT USED: • .
Model No. ECN No.
D.C. Micro V Ammeter H.P. 425A . 1480
I.R. Test rack CRC None 647
D.C. volt ohm meter Simpson 260 1357
Temperature test chamber i
Statham SD9-1 130
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588 !
Battery pack N/A j
































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/Q - 70^-35622 SHEET 162 OF II
TEST
Insulation Resistance <a 125°C C<R






















































































































































































TEST NO. XT-1218-A O.A. (^^
TEST TEMP. 25°C -^ ^>
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
.009uF to .OlluF
After 500 cycles air to air thermal shock
there are no established % capacitance drift


























P/O NO. NAS8-3?Um !
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C-83^21, Para. 4.7.8
EQUIPMENT USED: . . . , . , ,-,.»• .1Model No. ECN No.









































































































































 ^  ESEARCH
CO..INC







SHEET 164 OF 188




M8342 1/01 -1090 R
PROD. NO. 0236G
P/O NO. NAS8-32403
























DATE •sSV' '77 - 7 7
TEST
BY
1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404J •VV C i/^ -7 OMPONENT
<^= *^^  (RESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^ ' M"^ CO.,INC . '. . •
GENERAL DATA SHEET '










"'^ <y. /^ L..
TEST NO, XT-1218-A O.A./>2^





Normal Thermal Shock. per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established initial capacitance































.MIL-C-83421, Para. 4.7.8 j
i
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387 i
capacitor •
Temperature test
chamber -Statham SD9-1 130
Thermometer -.Marshall J E-485 1588 i






























.^  S^^J'^ ^

































































































1655-26th Street • Santo Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 166 OF 188





PROD. N O . 0 2 3 6 G
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403
S/N


















































TEST NO. XI-I2I8-A O.A. /^J^
TEST TEMP. 125°C &r^
TEST VOLT. N/A ~ '
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to>125°C
•(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS!
There are no established initial capacitance






























EQUIPMENT USED: . . , i-/.»i 11Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temperature test Statham SD9-1 130
chamber
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588




































































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: . N A S A
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 70U-35622 SHEET 168 OF 188







































J ^?-X ( G^^-70MPONENT '
*^^ j^^ ^~ ip^ESEARCH ^ Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^> — s i_rs^ CO..INC
 ;
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' -
Customer's Name: NASA ^/O - 704-35622 SHEET 169 OF 188
TEST:
Dissipation Factor (5) 1KHz
LAB SUPUf).^1-/
ENGR>
 ^ L .^
TEST NO. XT-1218-A O.A. /* J^




Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C
(1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
15%
After 5QO cycles air to air thermal shock


























D. NO 0236G . (
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 \
SPECIFICATION:
MIL-C -83421, Para. 4.7.9
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 133'
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
j













• ^ ^} j7 ^ §
f*\f7 ^ ^















































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404







Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 . SHEET 170 OF 188
TEST
Dissipation Factor (?) 1KHz @ 25°C C.R
CUS
PRO
.c. P/N M83421/01.-1090R I
T P/N :
D. NO. 0236G i





























































































* ^ ^"TJ '

























































































fe^S^'x"['c>^ESEARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
\^3^/ L-TO>.
 co ,NC
GENERAL DATA SHEET ' '-
Customer's Name: NASA /£&/° .- 704-35622 SHEET 171 OF 188
TEST:




TEST NO. Xt-1218-A 0.*- * /*/£(.
TEST TEMP. -55 °C 2^^
TEST. VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) ' 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. oer cvcle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:






















C.RC. P/N M8342 1/01 -1090 R
CUST. P/N
PROD. NO. 0236G




Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade capacitor G.R. 1413 1387
Temperature test chamber Statham 130
SD9-1








































































































































i ' ' '
ESEARCH
CO..INC.
1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 -704-^622 SHEET 1/2 OF 188
TEST . . . _ . .
C R
Dissipation Factor @ 1KHz @ -55°C CUS
- "' PRO
.C. P/N M83421/01-1090R ' '. j
T P/N •
D. NO. 023.6G





















































































































































































Dissipation Factor (?) 1KHz
TEST NO. XT-1218-A
TEST TEMP. 125°C






Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. oer cvcle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:


























Ml L-C -83421, Para. 4.7;9 ;
i
EQUIPMENT USED: ,-,..,.,Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 387
capacitor
Temperature test Statham 588
chamber SD9-1 1
Thermometer- Marshall J 1588
E-485


































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404





Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 174 OF 188
TEST . - • . -
Dissipation Factor <5> 1 KHz (?) 125°C C?R
CUS
PRO
.C. P/N M8342T/01-1090R !
T P/N \
D. NO. 0236G ,



















PERCENT DISSIPATION FACTOR WITH THERMAL SHOCK (-55°C to +125°C)
Initial





































































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
V-X VLSj-J OMPONENT '
^^^^**^~ l&JKtARCH Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
^— s ujN-ik
 CO>|NC • . •
*
 :
 GENERAL DATA SHEET '












TEST NO. XT-1218-A O.A. */^ &
^ TFSr J^*TEST TEMP. O C ' J&Z* 4^•^—r"
TEST VOLT. N/A
SPECIAL NOTES:
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: .






















C.R.C. P/N M8l421/01-10qOR . '• ' i
CU£
PR(
iT. P/N - j
)D. NO. 0236G !
P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 >! i
SPECIFICATION:
M1L-C-83421, Para. 4.7.9 <;
•, "" ' |
:
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade capacitor G.R. 1413 1381 i
• • • - . i
•i











































































































































1655-26th Street ' Sqnto Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
Customer's Name: NASA
GENERAL DATA SHEET
S/0 - 70^-35622 SHEET 176 OF li
Dissipation Factor <s> 10KHz @ 25°C
TEST NO. xr-1218-A












































TEST TEMP. ~55 C
TEST VOLT. N/A





SPECIAL NOTES: .. • .
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. per cycle)
\
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS: .
































































PROD. NO. 0236G . ,
P/0 NO NAS8-32403
SPECIFICATION: j
. . ' l
MIL-C-83421, Para. 4.7.9
_ — * " ii
,
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.
Impedance comparator G.R. 1654 1331
Precision decade G.R. 1413 1387
capacitor
Temperature test Statham 130
chamber SD9-1
Thermometer - Marshall J E-485 1588
1

























































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 178 OF li
TEST .
Dissipation Factor <£> 10KHz @ -55°C °'R
CUS
PRO
.c. P/N M83421/01-1090R »
• 3
T P/N 1
D. NO. 0236G \






















































































































' *^ r^ *I































































Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles, -55°C to +125°C









Ml L-C-83U2 1, >ara. 4.7.9
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
There are no established % D.F. limits for
this test condition
EQUIPMENT USED:
Model No. ECN No.




chamber - Statham SD9-1 ' 130
Thermometer -Marshal l J E-485 1588






























1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404








Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 180 OF 188
TEST
Dissipation Factor (5> 10KHz <5> +125°C °'R
CDS
! ' PRO
.C. P/N M83421/01-1090 R ' ' !
T P/N . J
D. NO. 0236G ]




































*l ^J ^ ~^ »T"^3
* £-*"^ -I^  v ^
^-jG^-77























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 . TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET













Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C, 1 hr. per cycle
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:
























P/0 NO. NAS8-32403 i
SPECIFICATION:
EQUIPMENT USED; .. . . .. „.. ..Model No. ECN No.
E.S.R. Meter - Clark-Hess 273 1130
Cable assembly -Clark-Hess 27375 1130
l





























































































































1655-26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404




Customer's Namef NASA S/0 - 70^-35622




































































































































































TEST TEMP. 25 C
TEST VOLT. N/A
S/q^- 704-35622






SPECIAL NOTES: - • '
Normal Thermal Shock per TP-1006
(Air to Air) 500 Cycles
-55°C to +125°C (1 hr. per cycle)
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS:


















































































































1655 - 26th Street • Santa Monica, California 90404
Phone (213) 829-3615 TWX 910-343-6864
GENERAL DATA SHEET
Customer's Name: NASA S/0 - 704-35622 SHEET 184 OF 188
TEST


















































C.R.C. P/N M83421/01-loqO R 1
CUST P/N














. ^ r ^ .*%*'

































Out of the one hundred fifty (150) capacitors subjected to 500
thermal shock cycles one (1) capacitor was cited as a failure. This
capacitor (M83421/01-1090R serial no. 048) was found to have an initial
Dissipation Factor measurement at 1 KHz of .1% @25°C. This measurement
was within the limit of .15%, set forth in MIL-C-83421/1. An initial
Dissipation Factor reading at 10 KHz @25°C, however, measured .3% and
an initial Equivalent Series Resistance reading measured ten (10) ohms.
These two initial readings revealed that the capacitor possessed termi-
nations of poor_quality. Due to a technician's error this unsuitable
capacitor was not excluded from the test. The inclusion of. this initial-
ly defective .capacitor demonstrated that measuring Dissipation Factor of
capacitors at 1 KHz is not a sufficient test when attempting to determine
termination quality.
One capacitor (M83421/01-1186R serial no. 117) fell put of specifi-
cation after twenty (20) cycles by exhibiting a low Insulation Resistance.
Upon conclusion of the thermal shock testing, the capacitor was dissected
for analysis. It was revealed that the capacitor had undergone excessive
heating during Induction soldering of the end seals to the case. This
caused, a melting of the polycarbonate film and subsequent weakening of
the dielectric.
185
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Subjecting metallized polycarbonate film capacitors to 500 thermal
shock cycles, whether they be normal or accelerated cycles, is indeed a
rigorous test procedure. Normally, capacitors of this type are expected
' •
to survive five (5) and sometimes ten (.10) thermal shock cycles.
To ensure that capacitors are capable of withstanding shock cycling,
proper screening, methods must be used. Dissipation Factor and Equivalent
Series Resistance measurements are taken to determine the quality of
capacitor end terminations. Standard procedure as is specified in
MIL-C-83421/1 is to take Dissipation Factor readings only at 1 KHz. The
occurrence in this program of a capacitor, which measured within specifi-
cation at 1 KHz, but exhibited a poor Dissipation Factor at 10 KHz, and
had a low Equivalent Series Resistance and which subsequently opened,
demonstrates that Dissipation Factor readings at 1 Khz do not represent
an adequate screening process.
In order to properly screen capacitors for thermal shock cycling all
capacitors were one hundred (100%) percent tested for Equivalent Series
Resistance. All capacitors were measured for Dissipation Factor at both
one (1) and ten (10) KHz. A four terminal bridge system was used at high
and low temperatures to compensate for test lead lengths present between
environmental chambers and the impedance comparator. '
For optimal capacitor performance under thermal shock stress it is
recommended that the above testing method be instituted.
186
The results of this program demonstrate that by implementing certain
design modifications the thermal properties of metallized polycarbonate
film capacitors can be greatly improved. The success of this program has
brought about the introduction of a capacitor which far exceeds present
state-of-the-art capabilities. . .
187
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